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Abstract | This paper presents a new approach to representing and detecting computer penetrations in real-time.
The approach, called state transition analysis, models penetrations as a series of state changes that lead from an initial
secure state to a target compromised state. State transition diagrams, the graphical representation of penetrations,
identify precisely the requirements for and the compromise
of a penetration and present only the critical events that
must occur for the successful completion of the penetration.
State transition diagrams are written to correspond to the
states of an actual computer system, and these diagrams
form the basis of a rule-based expert system for detecting penetrations, called the State Transition Analysis Tool
(STAT). The design and implementation of a UNIX-speci c
prototype of this expert system, called USTAT, is also presented. This prototype provides a further illustration of the
overall design and functionality of this intrusion detection
approach. Lastly, STAT is compared to the functionality of
comparable intrusion detection tools.
Keywords | Security, Intrusion Detection, Expert Systems
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I. Introduction

VER the past decade, signi cant progress has been
made toward the improvement of computer system security. Unfortunately, the undeniable reality remains that
all computers are vulnerable to compromise. These systems are vulnerable to attacks from both non-authorized
users (outsider attacks) as well as attacks from authorized
users who abuse their privileges (insider attacks). Given
this reality, the need for user accountability is very important, both as a deterrent and for terminating abusive
computer usage once it is discovered. The need to maintain a record of the transactions that have occurred on a
system is also crucial for performing damage assessment.
In recognition of these needs and in recognition that security violations are a fact of life, many computer systems
implement a form of transaction record keeping called audit
collection. Audit collection is an important management
tool, which allows administrators to reconstruct and examine the sequences of actions performed by individual users.
Until recently, however, the ability to utilize audit data as
a means of detecting system compromises has been limited
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due to the enormous quantity of data collected. In order
to provide enough information to establish accountability
and enable damage assessment, the audit collection mechanisms must record the occurrences of all security-relevant
events.1 Because of the large volume of data generated,
manual analysis of the audit data is usually impractical.
Within the past few years, there has been a steadily
growing interest in the research and development of automated audit data analysis tools, referred to as intrusion
detection systems. These tools aid analysts in identifying
security violations that might have once gone unnoticed,
and provide one of the few, if not only, practical means of
analyzing audit data eciently. In addition, intrusion detection provides an added value to audit data that cannot
be realized using manual analysis. When performed in realtime, intrusion detection can use audit data to track user
behavior and determine if a user's current actions represent
a threat to security.
The Reliable Software Group at UCSB has recently developed a new approach to representing computer penetrations and has applied this approach to the development of
a real-time expert system intrusion detection tool. The approach is called state transition analysis and is a method
for representing the sequence of actions that an attacker
performs to achieve a security violation. A state transition diagram, which is the graphical representation that
the state transition analysis technique uses to represent a
penetration, identi es precisely the requirements and the
compromise of a penetration and lists only those critical
events that must occur for the successful completion of the
penetration. By using the information contained in a system's audit trail as input, an analysis tool can be developed
to compare the state changes produced by the user to the
state transition diagrams of known penetrations.
The next section presents a brief overview of current
intrusion detection techniques, identifying how the state
transition analysis approach relates to other approaches.
Section III introduces the state transition approach as a
technique for representing computer penetrations. It also
introduces the design of a real-time intrusion detection tool
(STAT), which is based on the state transition analysis
technique. In section IV a UNIX-speci c prototype implementation of STAT, called USTAT, is discussed. Section V
discusses both the bene ts and costs associated with STAT,
comparing its functionality to three comparable intrusion
1 In general, the term security-relevant is left open to interpretation.
With respect to the Trusted Computer Systems Evaluation Criteria
(TCSEC) [24], a security-relevant event is de ned as any event that
attempts to change the security state of the system (e.g., changing
the security level of a user or changing a user's password).
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tems that use threshold detection as a subcomponent are
the Multics Intrusion Detection and Alerting System (MIDAS) [30] and the Network Anomaly Detection and Intrusion Reporter (NADIR) [11]. MIDAS is a real-time intrusion detection tool operating on the National Computer
II. Current Approaches to Intrusion Detection Security Center's (NCSC) network mainframe, DockmasThere has been a steadily growing interest in the research ter. NADIR is a real-time audit data analysis tool, which
and development of intrusion detection systems. Surveys was developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
of implemented intrusion detection systems, many of which
are in operation today, can be found in [16], [22], [27], and B. Anomaly Detection
examples of actual competitive assessments between intru- Anomaly detection is one of the earliest approaches to insion detection systems can be found in technical reports by trusion detection. Both statistical and rule-based forms of
both the Navy and the Air Force [23], [10].
anomaly detection have been implemented in recent years.
This section surveys various approaches to intrusion de- The premise behind anomaly detection was introduced in
tection, and gives examples of currently available tools that the Anderson report [1], which identi ed three classes of
employ these approaches. No intrusion detection approach malicious users:
stands alone as a catch-all for computer penetrations; each
the masquerader { an individual who penetrates a comapproach is technically suited to identify a subset of the
puter's access controls to exploit a legitimate user's
security violations to which a computer system is subject.
account
The intent of this section is to give a brief overview of curthe
misfeasor { a legitimate user who participates in ilrent intrusion detection techniques to better identify how
licit
activity on a computer
the state transition analysis approach ts into the general
the
clandestined
user { an individual who seizes superscheme of things. Understanding the strengths and limitavisory
control
of
a computer, and uses this control to
tions of these approaches will also provide the reader with
operate
below
the
level of audit collection or to supa reference point for understanding the bene ts, as well as
press
audit
collection
altogether
the tradeo s, to the approach presented in this paper.
The Anderson report proposed that masqueraders, and
A. Threshold Detection
in some cases misfeasors, could be detected by monitoring
Threshold detection, or summary statistics, is one of the a system's audit log for user activity that deviates from
most rudimentary forms of intrusion detection. The goal established patterns of usage.
of threshold detection is to record each occurrence of a The objective of anomaly detection is to establish usage
speci c event and, as the name implies, detect when the patterns within user audit trails over a duration of time,2
number of occurrences of that event surpass a reasonable and use these usage patterns as pro les of \normal" system
amount that one might expect to occur within a speci ed activity. An audit trail that is found to deviate from the
time period. The events that are recorded are such that user's established usage pattern is agged and brought to
an unnaturally high number of occurrences within a short the attention of the SSO. These anomalous sessions may
period of time may indicate the presence of an intruder. potentially reveal a masquerader or a legitimate user abusOnce the threshold number of occurrences is surpassed, ing his/her privileges.
the threshold detector has the option to either preempt the
The main advantage of anomaly detection is that it
source of the event, if possible, or notify the Site Security provides a means of detecting intrusions without a priOcer (SSO).
ori knowledge of the security aws in the target sysWhen implementing a threshold detector, the most ob- tem. The approach requires few, if any, system depenvious diculty is identifying the threshold number and the dent rules or statistical formulas, making tools that emwindow size for a speci c event. Both the threshold num- ploy anomaly detection highly portable. The two primary
ber and the time interval of the analysis depend upon the types of anomaly detection are statistical pro le-based and
security-relevance of the event being monitored, as well as rule-based. Pro le-based anomaly detection uses statistical
the historical number of occurrences. Therefore, the choice measures to identify expected behavior. In contrast, ruleof these values is often left to the discretion of the SSO. based anomaly detection uses sets of rules to represent and
An example of the type of events that might be mon- store the usage patterns in audit data, rather than statisitored using threshold detection is the number of failed tical formulas.
logins, the number of I/O errors, or the number of le
In 1985, Denning and Neumann presented a detailed disdeletions. Remote connection audit trails provide another cussion of statistical pro le-based anomaly detection [5].
pro table area to employ threshold analysis. Systems may Perhaps the best known statistical pro le-based anomaly
install threshold detectors to track unusually large data detection system is the Intrusion Detection Expert System
transfers or other accesses from remote sites.
(IDES) [17], [19], [20]. The pro le-based anomaly comThreshold analysis alone is a poor detector of intrusions, ponent of this system identi es expected behavior at the
and is usually implemented as a sub-component of a larger
intrusion detection system. Two intrusion detection sys- 2 The longer the duration, the more accurate the study.
detection tools that are presented in section II. Section
VI discusses the future directions of this project. Lastly,
section VII concludes with a summary of the key points
presented in this paper.
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user, group, remote host and target system levels. For an
in depth discussion of IDES, the reader is referred to [12].
Two example intrusion detection implementations that
employ rule-based anomaly detection are Wisdom and
Sense (W&S) [34] and the Time-based Inductive Machine
(TIM) approach [3]. Neural network-based anomaly detection has also been proposed in recent work [4], [20].
Anomaly detection is not without limitations. In many
environments, it may be dicult to establish behavior patterns for users. For example, in sporadic user environments
establishing pro les of normal user behavior would be difcult. This leads to a potentially large number of false
positives. In recognition of this problem, anomaly detection tools provide parameters to decrease their sensitivity
to certain anomalies, while maintaining enough sensitivity to identify penetrations. This ne tuning is a dicult
process and perhaps one of the most ad hoc aspects of the
approach.
There are also penetrations that could compromise a system and yet produce no identi able anomaly or that produce anomalies that are below the sensitivity levels of the
con guration parameters. The rate at which such penetrations are missed, referred to as the false negative rate,
is just as signi cant as the false positive rate. To counter
these limitations intrusion detection systems that employ
anomaly detection often supplement their detection capabilities with expert rules for identifying known penetrations.
C. Rule-based Penetration Identi cation

A rule-based penetration identi cation system is an expert system whose rules re when audit records are parsed
that appear to indicate suspicious, if not illegal, user activity. The rules may recognize single auditable events that
represent signi cant danger to the system by themselves,
or they may recognize a sequence of events that represent
an entire penetration scenario.
Rule-based penetration identi ers have become a common supplemental component of intrusion detection systems that also employ anomaly detection components. The
expert rules o er the additional capability of identifying
dubious behavior, even when the behavior appears to conform with established patterns of use. Examples of intrusion detection implementations that supplement their
anomaly detection components with expert penetration
rules include IDES, NADIR and W&S.
IDES has a rule-base component that allows one to represent suspicious behavior based on site-speci c security
policies, known security aws, and knowledge of past intrusions [18]. The IDES expert system component evaluates
audit records as they are produced. From the perspective
of the expert system, the audit records are viewed as facts,
which map to rules in the rule-base. A binding analysis is
performed to determine if the fact/rule binding is consistent. That is, the expert system veri es that certain elds
in the audit record match what is expected by the rule. If
they do, the rule's consequent is red, increasing the suspicion rating of the user responsible for the record. Each
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user's suspicion rating starts at zero and is increased with
each suspicious record. The greater the number of rules
red, the greater the increase in the suspicion rating. Once
the suspicion rating surpasses a pre-de ned threshold, a report is produced. The IDES anomaly detection component
in combination with the IDES penetration identi er rulebase provides a way of learning and representing normal
behavior, as well as a way of representing improper behavior. Together, they form a complementary pair of analysis
tools that provide coverage for identifying both masqueraders and misfeasors.
Wisdom and Sense (W&S) and NADIR are further
examples of intrusion detection systems that combine
anomaly detection with penetration identi cation. In the
case of W&S, the anomaly detection component is also implemented as a rule-base. In this system, the penetration
detection component is actually combined into the same
rule-base to represent site-speci c policies, expert penetration rules, and other administrative data. NADIR's implementation is similar to IDES in that it employs a statistical
anomaly component in conjunction with a small rule-base
of expert penetration rules. NADIR's expert rule-base consists of penetration rules that are developed by interviewing
and working with security personnel.
D. Model-Based Intrusion Detection

Model-based intrusion detection attempts to model intrusions at a higher level of abstraction than audit records.
The objective is to build scenario models that represent the
characteristic behavior of intrusions. This allows administrators to generate their representation of the penetration
abstractly, which shifts the burden of determining what
audit records are part of a suspect sequence to the expert
system. Model-based techniques di er from current rulebased techniques, which simply attempt to pattern match
audit records to expert rules.
The Model-based technique proposed by Garvey and
Lunt [8] supports the abstraction of penetrations via an
evidentiary reasoning tool, called Gister.3 The goal of the
tool is to evaluate pieces of evidence against a hypothesis
in an e ort to build some con dence measure as to the veracity of the hypothesis. As evidence is discerned through
the audit trail to indicate that activity represented in a
scenario model is being performed, the model is added to
a set of active models. Active models are used by Gister
to increase/decrease a belief measure that a penetration is
occurring (e.g., that Gister is witnessing an intruder session).
E. Intrusion Prevention

The search for analysis tools to aid in the protection of
not-so-secure computing systems is not limited to the development of intrusion detection systems. Practical tools
for preventing intrusions have also been developed. One notable prevention tool is the Computer Oracle Password and
Security System (COPS), developed by Farmer and Spaf3

Gister is a trademark of SRI International.
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emptive action before a compromised state is reached. Intrusion detection systems should be able to anticipate an
impending compromise with some measure of con dence
and either forewarn the system administrator or take steps
to preclude a penetration before it achieves its compromise.
Lastly, current penetration rule-bases are neither easily
created nor easily updated. In general, expert rule-bases
tend to be nonintuitive, requiring the skills of experienced
rule-base programmers to update them; penetration rulebases are no exception. Penetration rule-bases are created
by interviewing system administrators and security analysts to collect a suite of known penetration scenarios and
key events that threaten the security of the target system.
The rule-base programmer then identi es the audit records
that correspond to the scenario or key event and constructs
rules to represent the penetration based on the expected
audit records. The development of penetration rules are
ad hoc and provide little chance for the rule-base to be updated on-site. Procedures that allow system administrators
and security analysts to develop and incorporate penetration rules into the rule-base locally should be provided. DoF. Limitations in Existing Approaches
ing so will result in more e ective rule-base management,
The state transition analysis approach presented in this allowing site-speci c policy information and newly discovpaper is a rule-based penetration identi cation approach. ered penetrations to be incorporated into the rule-base in
It seeks to improve on some of the limitations that the a timely manner.
authors observed in current rule-based penetration identiIII. State Transition Analysis
cation tools. This section brie y identi es some of the
This section presents a high level discussion of the state
inherent characteristics that limit the e ectiveness of current rule-based penetration identi cation tools, which the transition analysis approach to representing and detecting
state transition analysis technique has been designed to computer penetrations. The following section explains the
premise of the technique and de nes key terms that will
address.
A major weakness in current rule-based penetration be used throughout the remainder of the paper. Next,
identi cation tools is their direct dependence on audit section III-B continues this discussion by explaining how
record elds. In the current systems, rule-bases represent state transition analysis is used to represent penetrations
the expected audit trails of penetrations, and these tools es- with a state transition diagram. Section III-C explains
sentially pattern match and bind rules in their knowledge- how these representations are applied to the states of an
base to audit records. Unfortunately, there is very little actual computer, and section III-D concludes the discusexibility in this one-to-one (rule-to-audit record) repre- sion by presenting a functional description of STAT, which
sentation. For instance, for a given penetration scenario is a real-time intrusion detection tool.
there may be slight variations of the same penetration that
will produce di erent audit record sequences. Thus, even A. Representing Penetrations Using State Transition
Analysis
if a scenario is represented in the rule-base, a minor variation of the scenario can go unnoticed. One solution to State transition analysis is based on the premise that all
improving the exibility of the expert system's ability to computer penetrations share two common features. First,
identify penetration scenarios is to use higher-level repre- penetrations require the attacker to possess some minimum
sentations of the scenarios in the rule-base (i.e., scenario prerequisite access to the target system. This prerequisite
representations that are audit record independent).
access may range from access to certain les, devices, teleAnother limitation to current penetration identi cation phone lines, etc. to possession of information regarding
expert systems is their inability to foresee an impending a particular security-relevant function. Second, all penecompromise and preempt or limit the damage before it oc- trations lead to the acquisition of some previously unheld
curs. At best, current penetration identi cation systems ability. That is, a subject performing a penetration is doing
report compromises after they are reached or take mea- so to gain something. Whether the ability gained is unausures to terminate an intrusive process once the damage thorized access to data, access to another user's privileges,
has begun. Current approaches are designed with little, or just a perverse satisfaction in harming others, something
if any, reasoning capabilities that allow them to take pre- is gained. Identifying what is acquired by the penetrator
is analogous to identifying what aspect of a computer's se4 A Trojan horse is a computer program with an apparent or actual useful function that contains additional (hidden) functions that curity has been compromised by the penetration.
In state transition analysis, a penetration is viewed as
surreptitiously exploit the privileges of the invoking process. [26]

ford [7]. COPS is designed to aid UNIX system administrators in testing their con gurations for common weaknesses
often exploited by intruders. COPS is a collection of shell
scripts and programs that search out and identify a myriad
of security holes commonly present on UNIX systems.
COPS calls to the attention of the administrator critical
areas that are often neglected or misunderstood. Optimally, COPS helps to educate novice administrators about
the problem areas they should be looking for on their systems, and it may also catch mistakes made by experienced
administrators.
There are other intrusion prevention tools developed to
both detect and prevent the execution of computer viruses
and Trojan horses.4 Just as viruses have been created for
various computer systems, code analysis tools have been
created to identify and, in some cases, remove the viruses.
In their paper [13] Kerchen, et al. provide an example of
two virus detection tools for UNIX. Shieh and Gligor have
also proposed an intrusion detection system that provides
a means to track virus propagation [31].
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a sequence of actions performed by an attacker that leads
from some initial state on a system to a target compromised
state, where a state is a snapshot of the system representing
the values of all volatile, semi-permanent and permanent
memory locations on the system. The initial state corresponds to the state of the system just prior to the execution
of the penetration, and the compromised state corresponds
to the state of the system resulting from the completion
of the penetration. Between the initial and compromised
states are one or more intermediate state transitions that
an attacker performs to achieve the compromise.
After the initial and compromised states of a penetration scenario have been identi ed, the key actions, called
signature actions are identi ed. Signature actions refer to
those actions that, if omitted from the execution of an attack scenario, would prevent the attack from completing
successfully. The information produced by the above steps
are represented graphically, as a state transition diagram.
What makes this approach useful for penetration analysis is that it requires the analyst to identify the minimum
number of key, or signature, actions for a penetration and
to organize them visually, using a representation similar
to state machine diagrams. This approach is useful for
describing penetration scenarios in that it provides an interesting level of abstraction to the analyst: just above the
system call and user command representation, and just below English descriptions. Representing penetrations as a
sequence of user commands or system calls as in Table I
(This will be discussed in the next section.) does not identify the key action sequences responsible for the compromised state, nor does it identify the minimum requirements
of the penetration. English, on the other hand, is too ambiguous and often not very concise. State transition diagrams identify precisely the requirements and compromise
of the penetration, and list only the key actions that must
occur for the successful completion of the penetration.
B. An Example State Transition Analysis of a Penetration

State transition analysis is best illustrated by example.
This section presents an example penetration scenario, and
explains how one converts the scenario into a state transition diagram. For brevity, this example will assume that
the reader has some familiarity with the UNIX operating
system.
Table I presents an example penetration scenario for 4.2
BSD UNIX that can be used to illegally acquire root privilege [2]. In this scenario, the attacker exploits a aw in
the mail(1) utility, in which mail fails to reset the setuid
bit of the le to which it appends a message and changes
the owner.5 As a result, the attacker is able to trick mail
into creating a setuid shell program that is owned by root
and publicly executable.
In step 1, the attacker creates a copy of csh(1) and names
it after root's mail le. For this step to be successful, the
attacker must wait until root has no unread mail, otherwise
the attacker will not be able to create the counterfeit mail
5

All references to manual pages are to [33].
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le. In step 2, the attacker enables the setuid bit of the
counterfeit mail le. In steps 3 and 4, the attacker creates
and sends an empty message to root via the mail utility.
The security aw arises when, in step 4, mail fails to reset
the setuid bit of /usr/spool/mail/root before it sets the
le's owner attribute to root. As a result, in step 5 the
attacker need only execute root's mail le to gain access to
a shell with root privilege.6
To model this penetration as a sequence of state transitions, one must rst identify the initial requirement state
and the target compromised state. To successfully execute
the above scenario, the following assertions must hold:
1. the attacker must have write access to the mail directory;
2. the attacker must have execute access to cp(1),
mail(1), touch(1) and chmod(1);
3. root's mail le must not exist, or must be writable;
and
4. the attacker cannot be root.
Of course, variants of this penetration could be used to
achieve the compromise without satisfying all four assertions. However, to achieve the above scenario as presented,
each assertion must hold. The rst assertion is necessary
because the entire penetration is based on a aw within the
mail utility. Since mail speci cally searches for mail les
in /usr/spool/mail/, the attacker must have write permission to this directory to create the counterfeit mail le.
The need for the second assertion is obvious; the omission
of execute access to any of the listed programs would prevent the completion of a step in the attack, thus causing
this speci c scenario to fail. The third assertion is needed
because while root's legitimate mail le exists, the attacker
will not be able to create the counterfeit mail le. Lastly,
the fourth assertion denotes the fact that a process cannot
forge a counterfeit mail le that it owns. The need for this
assertion will become clearer once the compromised state
is examined below.
Note that within the rst two assertions there is an implied requirement that the attacker has access to some
system process, either through a user account or through
a remote process. Without access to a process on the
system, the attacker would neither have write access to
/usr/spool/mail/root nor execute access to any of the
four programs listed in the second assertion. For the purpose of this example, it is assumed that the penetration
occurs on a system employing the standard 4.2 BSD UNIX
con guration. Hence, assertions 1 and 2 will automatically
be satis ed by the standard UNIX con guration, and are
therefore removed.
The compromise achieved through this penetration is
somewhat less obvious than it rst appears. At rst glance,
the compromise may appear to be that the attacker gains
illegal access to root privilege. However, upon closer inspection it becomes apparent that the compromise occurs
before the attacker gains root privilege. Suppose that step
6 The appended contents of message x will be taken as part of the
symbol table of csh.
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Step Command
1. %cp /bin/csh /usr/spool/mail/root
2. %chmod 4755 /usr/spool/mail/root
3. %touch x
4. %mail root < x
5. %/usr/spool/mail/root
6. root%

Comment
{ assumes no root mail le
{ make setuid le
{ create empty le
{ mail root empty le
{ execute setuid-to-root shell

TABLE I

Penetration Scenario 1

attacker mod_ouid(object)

S

S
R

C

S

S
R

S
C-1

C

1.owner(object) attacker
2.setuid(object)=enabled
1.exists(object)=false
2.attacker root

1.owner(object) attacker
2.setuid(object)=enabled

1.exists(object)=false
2.attacker
root

1.owner(object)=attacker
2.setuid(object)=enabled

object = /usr/spool/mail/root

Fig. 1. Requirements and Compromised States of Penetration 1

5 of Table I is not performed. Although the attacker has
not used the counterfeit mail le to acquire root privilege,
there would still be a security violation in that there now
exists a setuid-to-root program that root did not create.
The violation actually occurs the moment that mail modies the owner attribute of the mail le while the mail le's
setuid bit is enabled.
The initial requirement and compromised states of the
penetration are illustrated by Figure 1. Here the penetration is represented as the dashed arc, leading from the initial requirement state SR to the target compromised state
SC . The dashed arc refers to an unspeci ed sequence of
actions that occur during the execution of the penetration.
Listed below SR and SC are the assertions that describe
the state of the system just prior to the execution of the
penetration and just after its completion, respectively.
The next task is to identify the individual actions performed during the penetration that led to the compromised
state. Identifying the individual steps of the penetration
is best performed by dissecting the steps of the penetration scenario in reverse order. The goal is to identify the
minimum number of actions performed during the scenario
that can be used to accurately represent the penetration.
Actions do not necessarily correspond to command lines
entered by the attacker, but instead refer to how a speci c
state change within the system is achieved. A single command line can produce multiple actions. For example, the
execution of the command line in step 4 of Table I causes
the following actions to occur:
1. mail(1) is executed,
2. process E UID is changed to root,

object = /usr/spool/mail/root

Fig. 2. Intermediate State Transition Diagram of Penetration 1

3. le /usr/lib/Mail.rc is referenced,
4. le $HOME/.mailrc is referenced,
5. le x is referenced,
6. le /usr/spool/mail/root is referenced,
7. le /usr/spool/mail/root is modi ed,
8. le /usr/spool/mail/root owner attribute is modi ed.
Since step 4 had previously been identi ed as the step in
which the compromised state is reached, it is the best place
to begin the search for the penetration's signature actions.
Recall that the compromised state occurred when the
owner attribute of /usr/spool/mail/root was changed,
while at the same time the le's setuid bit remained enabled. Of the eight actions listed above, action 8 is the
only one directly responsible for at least one of the assertions in the compromised state.
Figure 2 illustrates the updated version of the state transition diagram for this penetration, which includes the addition of action 8. Below state SC ;1 are two assertions
indicating that to this point le /usr/spool/mail/root
is owned by the attacker and the le's setuid bit is enabled. These assertions represent the state of the system
just prior to the execution of action 8. The dashed arc
leading from the initial requirement state SR to the intermediate state SC ;1 indicates that some unspeci ed action(s) resulted in the creation of /usr/spool/mail/root
with its setuid bit enabled. The solid arc leading from state
SC ;1 to SC is labeled to indicate that from the intermediate state SC ;1, the attacker modi ed the owner attribute
of /usr/spool/mail/root, which led to the compromised
state SC .
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attacker mod_setuid(object)

S

S

R

S
C-2

1.owner(object) = attacker
2. setuid(object) = disabled

1.exists(object)=false
2.attacker root

attacker mod_ouid(object)

S
C-1

C

1.owner(object) attacker
2.setuid(object)=enabled
1.owner(object) = attacker
2.setuid(object) = enabled

object = /usr/spool/mail/root

Fig. 3. Intermediate State Transition Diagram of Penetration 1

Next, step 3 of Table I is analyzed to determine what
role it had in the overall penetration. In step 3, an
empty le x was created and subsequently mailed to root
in step 4. However, neither the reference to le x nor
the modi cation of le /usr/spool/mail/root were identi ed as being necessary intermediate actions in step 4
(action 8 is the only necessary action identi ed in Step
4). The creation of le x contributes nothing to the creation of le /usr/spool/mail/root or to the enabling of
/usr/spool/mail/root's setuid bit. Thus, step 3 does not
contribute any necessary action to the overall penetration.7
In step 2, chmod(2) is used to enable the setuid bit of
le /usr/spool/mail/root, and is one of the prerequisite
assertions of state SC ;1. Figure 3 represents the updated
version of the state transition diagram, which includes the
enabling of /usr/spool/mail/root's setuid bit performed
during step 2. A second intermediate state SC ;2 is added
to represent the state of the system just prior to the execution of step 2's action and following the unspeci ed action (the dashed arc) that follows state SR . Below state
SC ;2 are two assertions describing the state of the system just prior to the execution of step 2. To this point,
le /usr/spool/mail/root exists, it is owned by the attacker, and it has its setuid bit disabled. The solid arc
leading from state SC ;2 to SC ;1 is labeled to describe the
action that enabled /usr/spool/mail/root's setuid bit.
The last piece of information needed to complete the
state transition graph for this penetration is to determine the origin of le /usr/spool/mail/root. A
quick inspection of step 1 reveals that the attacker
created /usr/spool/mail/root using cp(1), and that
/usr/spool/mail/root is simply a copy of the root-owned
program /bin/csh. Step 1 is a key action required by the
penetration, because it identi es the origin of root's mail
le. Figure 4 represents the nal state transition diagram
for the penetration.
7 Adding the creation of le x, or any other non-signature action, to
a state transition diagram does not make the diagram an incorrect
representation of the penetration. Instead, it merely increases the
speci city of the diagram, reducing the number of variations to the
penetration that are represented by the diagram.
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object = /usr/spool/mail/root

Fig. 4. Final State Transition Diagram of Penetration 1

C. Applying State Transition Analysis to Actual Computer
States

As discussed previously, a state transition diagram represents the sequence of signature actions that move the
system from the initial requirement state, through zero
or more intermediate states, into the nal compromised
state. Although the term system state is very broad, encompassing the values of all volatile, semi-permanent and
permanent memory locations on the system, only a fraction
of these attributes are needed to represent the signature
state transitions of a particular penetration. Accordingly,
system state, as it is used here, refers only to those system attributes that are necessary to represent the initial,
intermediate and compromised states of a penetration.
To determine which system attributes are needed to perform a state transition analysis, one must rst understand
the types of security violations that this approach seeks
to represent. State transition analysis is intended as a
method for representing the sequence of actions that a misfeasor performs to achieve a security violation. It targets
all known penetration scenarios that lead to an identi able
compromised state on the system. The term identi able
compromise is used to point out that although all penetrations lead to a compromise, not all compromises can
be represented purely through the analysis of system attributes alone, and may thus fall outside the scope of state
transition analysis.
Examples of penetrations outside the scope of state transition analysis include penetrations that focus on the manipulation of components outside the system's execution
domain, such as wire taps. These attacks produce no compromised state perceivable by the examination of system
attributes alone. That is, they produce a compromised
state that can only be distinguished using knowledge that
is outside of the system's execution domain.
If a penetration's compromised state cannot be ascertained without requiring outside knowledge of the attacker's identity or intentions, then the penetration will
also be outside the scope of state transition analysis. For
example, a masquerader who uses a legitimate user's login
ID and password without permission is clearly violating the
security of the system. However, there is no way for a state
transition diagram to represent any information other than
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user actions and assertions regarding the state of the system. Thus, the representation of such a penetration using
a state transition diagram would be indistinguishable from
normal usage.
The key factors that determine whether a penetration is
representable via a state transition diagram are
1. the compromise must produce visible change to the
system state, and
2. the compromised state must be recognizable without
external knowledge, such as the attacker's true identity
or intentions.

D. The State Transition Analysis Approach to Intrusion
Detection

The remainder of this section is dedicated to introducing
the design for a real-time intrusion detection analysis tool
based on the state transition analysis technique. This tool,
referred to as the State Transition Analysis Tool (STAT),
is a rule-based expert system designed to seek out known
penetrations in the audit trails of multi-user computer systems. STAT extracts and compares the state transition information recorded within the target system's audit trails
to a rule-based representation of the known penetrations
speci c to that system.
The following is a component-by-component overview of
STAT, including a discussion of how STAT is integrated
into the architecture of a larger intrusion detection system. STAT is designed modularly, consisting of four major components. An overview of each STAT component is
provided. Following this discussion, section IV continues
the presentation of the STAT design by describing a UNIX
prototype implementation,and section V concludes the discussion of STAT by comparing this approach to other rulebased intrusion detection analysis tools.
D.1 Overview of the State Transition Analysis Tool
As noted previously, STAT is designed to detect the
same computer penetrations targeted by currently existing rule-based penetration identi cation tools. Like these
tools, STAT is e ective in detecting abuse from misfeasors
as well as external attackers. Unfortunately, STAT is also
equally ine ective in detecting masqueraders.8 Thus, when
incorporated into an intrusion detection system, STAT is
expected to work in combination with another intrusion
detection tool that specializes in detecting masqueraders
(e.g., a pro le-based anomaly detector). Collectively, the
two tools will complement each other's coverage, providing
the ability to detect both masqueraders and misfeasors.
Figure 5 is a ow diagram illustrating the intended use of
STAT as a component within a larger intrusion detection
system that also includes a Pro le-Based Anomaly Detector. The ow of information begins at the top of the gure,
where audit records enter the intrusion detection system,
and concludes at the SSO interface, where the data is organized and presented to the site security ocer. The rst
step in all intrusion detection systems is the collection of
audit data. The Audit Collection Mechanism is usually
provided as a component of the computer system being
analyzed. The audit collection mechanism passes the audit
records to both the audit data archiver/retriever, for permanent storage, and to the audit record preprocessor. The
audit data archiver/retriever can be as simple as a bu ering mechanism that writes the raw audit data into audit
les or as sophisticated as a custom database management
system used to store and retrieve audit data.
The audit record preprocessor refers to one or more individual preprocessors used by each intrusion detection com-

Up to this point, state transition analysis has been discussed as a method for representing computer penetrations.
However, during the development of this approach as a
classi cation scheme for aiding penetration analysis, it was
noted that if the state changes of a computer system could
be monitored, then the approach could be adapted to aid
in detecting penetrations as well. The only requirement
needed to transform the state transition approach from a
classi cation scheme to a detection scheme is the development of a mechanism for recording the state changes in
system attributes. Fortunately, such a mechanism already
exists on many computer systems: the audit facilities.
Audit facilities record the state changes made by users
on monitored system attributes. By using the information
contained in the system's audit trail as input, an analysis tool can be developed to compare the state changes
produced by the users to the state transition diagrams of
known penetrations.
Because not all modi cations and references to system
attributes are recorded within an audit trail, the e ectiveness of state transition analysis as a detection technique
may be limited. As a result, some penetrations that are
representable using the state transition approach may not
be detectable using a state transition analysis approach for
detection. For example, audit mechanisms do not usually
record references or modi cations to volatile memory such
as registers or user space. Therefore, penetrations involving an illegal modi cation or reference to volatile memory
space may not be detectable using state transition analysis, even though they are representable as state transition
diagrams.
The above limitation does not necessarily indicate a
weakness in state transition analysis as an intrusion detection approach, for no rule-based penetration detection
approach can be expected to detect penetrations that compromise attributes whose accesses are not recorded by the
audit mechanism. Such penetrations execute beneath the
visibility of audit data analysis tools and correspond to
what is referred to as clandestine usage [1]. The interested reader may refer to [9], which examines a number of
penetration scenarios and categorizes them into those that 8 However, if the masquerader proceeds to perform a penetration
are identi able via audit data analysis and those that are known to STAT, then STAT would detect the penetration, and the
actual identity of the penetrator could then be established later.
not.
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Fig. 6. STAT Component-by-Component Breakdown

ponent to isolate and format certain audit record information prior to its input into the component. In Figure 5,
the audit record preprocessor box represents two individual
preprocessors: one for the Pro le-Based Anomaly Detector
and one for STAT. Note that the gure illustrates the architecture of a real-time intrusion detection system; that is,
audit records are input to the preprocessor directly from
the audit collection mechanism. For batch mode analysis,
the audit records would instead be input from the audit
data archive.
From the audit record preprocessor, the formatted
records are passed to the individual intrusion detection
components. Each component independently analyzes the
audit records in search of the compromises that it specializes in detecting. The ndings of both components are presented to the Site Security Ocer via the SSO interface.
This interface is important to the overall e ectiveness of
the intrusion detection system in that it is the sole platform for communication between the intrusion detection
system and the security ocer. The information must be
presented clearly and concisely, for it must be relied upon
during security-critical moments. The interface is used by
the security ocer to interpret the ndings of the intrusion detection components, to submit queries to the components, and to set SSO con gurable variables within the
intrusion detection components.9 The SSO interface may
also provide the security ocer with direct access to raw

audit records via the audit data archiver/retriever.
The STAT components, and their inter-relationships, are
illustrated in Figure 6. STAT is composed of a knowledgebase, an inference engine and a decision engine. It also
interfaces with two external components: the STAT Audit
Record Preprocessor and the SSO interface.
Analysis begins with the Audit Record Preprocessor,
which reformats the raw audit records and inputs them
into the inference engine, the center piece of the entire system. The inference engine monitors the state transitions
extracted from the reformatted audit records, and compares these state transitions to the state transition scenarios represented within the knowledge-base. The decision engine monitors the progress of the inference engine
as state transitions represented within the audit trail are
found to match the state transition diagrams represented
in the knowledge-base. The decision engine speci es the
action(s) to be taken based on the inference engine's ndings. The details of each of these components are presented
in the following subsections.

D.2 The STAT Audit Record Preprocessor
STAT avoids using audit records to represent penetrations within its knowledge-base. Instead, the STAT inference engine uses the audit records as a means of monitoring
penetration-relevant state changes that occur within the
system. By focusing its analysis on state changes, rather
than pattern matching raw audit records to penetration
9 The STAT design does not currently support query capability or
SSO con gurable variables (See section VI).
scenarios, STAT is able to detect greater variations within
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penetrations than can be detected with conventional rulebased penetration identi cation tools.
Raw audit records are input into the audit record preprocessor where they are ltered and reformatted. Only
the audited information relevant to state transition analysis is passed to the inference engine for analysis. The
reformatted records correspond directly to the key, or signature actions, that are used to represent state transition
diagrams. Therefore, di erent audit records could potentially represent a single signature action.
Signature actions are stated in the form \a subject performs an action [on an object]," where \[on an object]" is
optional. The audit record format is:

<Subject ID, Subject Permissions, Action, Object ID,
Object Owner, Object Permissions>

Table II provides a brief description of each of the elds.
Of the six elds comprising the STAT audit record format,
three are speci ed within the guidelines on audit facilities
for C2 and above rated systems [25]. These are Subject
ID, Action, and Object ID.10 The remaining three elds
are derivable from the information contained within the
other three. For example, given the Object ID, the preprocessor can search the object's inode or access control list
to determine the Object Owner and Object Permissions
elds.
D.3 The STAT Knowledge-Base
The STAT knowledge-base refers to that portion of
STAT that collects and integrates all facts regarding
STAT's execution environment and its inference rules for
detecting penetrations. The modularity added by the
knowledge-base is particularly bene cial to STAT in that
penetrations tend to be system-speci c, and are often
version-speci c as well. The STAT knowledge-base is comprised of two major subcomponents that contain facts and
inference rules. Facts are stored in a fact-base, and rules
are stored in a rule-base. Facts refer to statements that the
expert system holds as true regarding its current execution
domain. Rules refer to those steps used by the system to
infer new facts from the analysis of the current set of facts
combined with the input data.
The STAT rule-base consists of rule versions of the state
transition scenarios for all known penetrations on the target system. STAT rules are used to establish a relationship
between the user actions that are monitored by the inference engine and the state changes that signify an attack
scenario in progress. All of the rules associated with a particular penetration are referred to as a rule chain. Each
state transition in a state transition diagram has a corresponding rule in the STAT rule-base.
STAT rules represent both the signature actions and
state descriptions corresponding to each penetration's state
transition diagram. Rules are composed of three elds: a
state description eld, a signature action eld, and a rule

dependence eld. The state description eld contains the
state assertions of a state within the state transition diagram. The signature action eld contains the signature
action that leads from the state represented in the state
description eld to the next state in the state transition
diagram. The rule dependence eld is used to de ne an
ordering among the states and signature actions.
The rule dependence eld lists all other rules in the chain
that must re before the rule's own state transition can
occur. For example, the rst rule of Penetration 1 (see
Figures 1 through 4) is not dependent on any previous state
transition. Thus, the rule dependence eld for this rule
will be empty denoting that the rst state transition is
independent of all other state transitions. In fact, the rst
rule of each penetration will have an empty rule dependence
eld, since there is no state transition required to precede
the rst state transition. The rule dependence eld de nes
an ordering to a rule chain. The rule dependence eld
allows a single rule chain to represent multiple variations of
a penetration scenario. This is discussed further in section
VI-D.
The STAT fact-base is developed in recognition that
certain objects within a system sometimes share speci c
characteristics that make them vulnerable to the same
attacks.11 During the investigation of various attack scenarios, it was realized that most scenarios are applicable
to more than one particular le. Instead of duplicating the
scenario for each possible le, les that share common characteristics are grouped together. These characteristics are
usually attributes that are not kept by the le system (and
therefore not provided by the audit records), but rather
the attributes that are assigned to the les by the users of
the system, e.g., system les, which can be identi ed by
looking at the directories where they are located.
The STAT fact-base contains system-speci c information
that is relevant to the success of the penetrations represented within the rule-base. It consists of groups of objects
(usually les or directories), which are called lesets. These
lesets are used by the rule-base to increase the generality of the penetration rules. By referencing a leset rather
than a speci c le, the rules for a particular penetration
are applicable to all les in the leset, rather than to one
particular le.
At STAT initialization time, the identity of each object
possessing these attributes is recorded in the fact-base.
As one might expect, object attributes are not constant
and thus facts within the fact-base are subject to as much
change as the objects themselves. Accordingly, STAT employs both a fact-base initializer and fact-base updater to
reconstruct the fact-base upon each start-up and to periodically update the fact-base as the states of objects change.
D.4 The STAT Inference Engine
The code that controls the inference and search procedures of an expert system is consolidated into one logical
component, referred to as the inference engine. The STAT

10 The TCSEC audit guideline for C2 and above rated systems is
used here as an example standard. The audit record elds mentioned 11 This notion is not unique to STAT; it has also been used by COPS
[7].
above are provided by many unevaluated products as well.
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The unique identi er of the subject on whose behalf the audit
record was generated.
Subject Permissions The access privileges of the subject responsible for the audit record
(e.g. security level, e ective UID, group membership, capabilities,
etc.).
Action
The action performed by the subject [on the object]. Possible actions are object read, write, create, or delete, program execute, program exit, modify object owner, modify object permission, modify
access privilege, and login.
Object ID
The unique identi er or name of the object whose access was
recorded. If no object access occurred, then this eld is null.
Object Owner
The owner of the object indicated within the previous eld. If no
object access occurred, then this eld is null.
Object Permissions The access permissions associated with the object. If no object
access occurred, then this eld is null.
Subject ID

TABLE II

STAT Audit Record Format

inference engine consists of all the algorithms used to monitor and compare the state changes occurring within the
target system to the state transition representations contained in the knowledge-base.
The inference engine maintains four interfaces: the audit record preprocessor interface, fact-base interface, rulebase interface, and the decision engine interface. The audit record preprocessor interface allows the preprocessor to
pass formatted audit records to the inference engine. Upon
receiving each audit record, the inference engine converts
the action and object elds into signature action format
and determines what state changes are recorded within the
audit record. This information is then compared to the
state transitions represented within the knowledge-base.
The inference engine maintains two interfaces into the
knowledge-base. One interface is between the inference engine and the fact-base updater. Facts, as de ned in this
environment, are dynamic, and require an algorithm capable of updating the fact-base at run time. When audit
records are received that record the deletion, modi cation
or creation of an object, the inference engine passes the object's identity to the fact-base updater, which determines if
any lesets in the fact-base require modi cation. The second interface is between the inference engine and the rulebase. Here, the inference engine reads in all rule chains
from the rule-base during initialization and generates an
internal representation of the rule chains, which identi es
all acceptable orders in which the penetration rules may be
red.
Lastly, the inference engine also maintains an interface
to the decision engine. This communication link is not
direct, but takes place via a red rule list, which is stored
in a shared memory structure that is accessible to both
the inference engine and the decision engine. The decision
engine monitors the red rules of the inference engine and
responds to each red rule.

D.5 The STAT Decision Engine
Decision engines add to the modular design of expert
systems by providing greater exibility in customizing and
modifying the responses produced by the expert system,
without a ecting the inference engine or knowledge-base.
STAT's decision engine is responsible for deciding what
course of action shall be taken in response to the inference engine ring rules. Possible actions include warning
the security ocer, preempting the execution of the next
signature action that will lead to the ring of the next eligible rule or ignoring the newly red rule.
Decision engines can be interchanged depending on the
environment in which STAT runs. For security-critical audit analysis, the decision engine may specify the actions
that must be taken to preempt the transition of the next
eligible rule. For less security-critical environments that
do not require preemption, the decision engine could instead provide warnings to the SSO interface that describe
the danger. STAT might also be placed in a surveillance
mode where the decision engine becomes more sensitive to
certain subjects that re rules than it is toward other subjects. Surveillance mode could be con gurable or could be
linked to the operation of a pro le-based anomaly detection
component, which might increase the decision engine's sensitivity to subjects whose activities generate a high number
of anomaly reports.
IV. A Unix Prototype State Transition Analysis
Tool

This section describes the design and implementation of
the rst prototype of STAT. This prototype, which is called
USTAT, is for SunOS 4.1.1. This section concentrates on
how USTAT stores the intrusion scenarios and uses them
to detect penetrations.
USTAT is designed to be a real-time system that is able
to preempt an attack before any damage is done. The ma-
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jor issue in real-time analysis, however, is whether intrusion
detection systems in general will be fast enough to catch
up with the audit records when the user load is high. The
results of several tests focusing on this issue are given in
section IV-E.
USTAT uses the audit collection mechanism that exists as an add-on package to SunOS 4.1.1, called C2-BSM
(Basic Security Module), 12 which provides improved security features over standard UNIX operating systems,
such as shadow password les, object reuse, device allocation/deallocation and an audit mechanism. In the remainder of this paper, the SunOS 4.1.1 C2 Basic Security
Module is referred to as BSM.
The components of USTAT are exactly the STAT components that were presented in Figure 6. The speci cs of
these components to USTAT are discussed in sections IV-A
through IV-D. Section IV-E presents the results of testing
USTAT.

Real User ID
SUBJECT

Group ID
Action
ACTION

Time of Action
Process ID
Object Name
Permissions Mode
Owner

OBJECT

Group Owner
Inode Number
Device Number
File System ID

A. The Audit Record Preprocessor

The audit record preprocessor is responsible for reading, ltering, mapping and nally passing the BSM audit records to the inference engine in the format that is
required by USTAT. The preprocessor provides the inference engine with a generic audit record format. It also
enables the SSO to create the state transition diagrams
with the abstraction of USTAT action names instead of
BSM-speci c event names. Of the 239 di erent events that
are audited by the BSM only 28 are used by the USTAT
preprocessor, and they are mapped onto 10 di erent USTAT actions: Read, Write, Create, Delete, Execute, Exit,
Modify Owner, Modify Perm, Rename and Hardlink. The
inference engine operates using these 10 action types. For
instance, the BSM action open rw (open for read and write)
is mapped onto USTAT actions as Read or Write. That is,
any signature action in USTAT's rule-base that indicates
Read or Write will match to this action. Table III lists the
10 di erent actions of USTAT along with the BSM event
types that are mapped onto them.
The preprocessor also takes the return value of an event
into account. It lters out all the BSM records that indicate
a return value of ;1, which indicates that the call made
by the user did not nish successfully. It did not make any
change to the system attributes, and therefore, it cannot
cause a state transition.13
As per the STAT design, the USTAT audit record structure is de ned by the triple:
<SUBJECT, ACTION, OBJECT>.
Each of these attributes contains sub elds, which are
used to reveal as much information as possible about the
particular attribute. The sub eld structure is shown in

Effective User ID

Target

Fig. 7. USTAT Audit Record Structure

Figure 7. Note that this is even more of a re nement than
for the initial STAT design of section III-D.2.
Although there are various object types on a target system, (e.g. processes, semaphores, shared memory, les,
etc.) the Object Name for USTAT is the name of a le
identi ed with its full path. The Target eld is e ective
only if the action is hardlink or rename. The Real User Id
re ects the user id that is associated with the process responsible for the action. The E ective User Id is the same
as the real user id except when the user executes a setuid
program14 or issues an su(1) command. All of the elds in
a USTAT audit record can be obtained directly from the
BSM audit records. For an in-depth discussion of the BSM
features and audit records with respect to USTAT, refer to
[14].
B. The Knowledge-Base

As was discussed in section III, the knowledge-base has
two components: the fact-base and the rule-base. The factbase contains information about the objects of the system,
and the rule-base is the rule representation of the state
transition diagrams.
B.1 The Fact-Base
USTAT's fact-base consists of groups of les or directories (called lesets) that share certain characteristics that
make them vulnerable to certain types of attack scenarios.
As discussed in the STAT design, these lesets provide a
very convenient way of generalizing the penetration scenar12 The C2-BSM is designed to be compliant with the TCSEC reios. In this section the characteristics of each of the USTAT
quirements for a system at the C2 classi cation [32].
lesets are described.
13

Unlike USTAT, statistical anomaly detection systems use the return eld to detect browsers who perform abnormally high numbers 14 These programs (or scripts) temporarily change the user's e ecof unsuccessful attempts or external attackers who repeatedly fail to tive user id to the owner of the program, while the real user id remains
pass logon authentication.
unchanged.
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USTAT Action BSM Event Types
Read
open r, open rc, open rtc, open rwc,
open rwtc, open rt, open rw, open rwt
Write
truncate, ftruncate, creat, open rwc,
open rwtc, open rw, open rwt, open rt,
open rtc, open w, open wt, open wc,
open wtc
Create
mkdir, creat, open rc, open rtc,
open rwc, open rwtc, open wc, open wtc,
mknod
Delete
rmdir, unlink
Execute
exec, execve
Exit
exit
Modify Owner chown, fchown
Modify Perm chmod, fchmod
Rename
rename
Hardlink
link
TABLE III

USTAT Actions vs. BSM Event Types

Initializing the fact-base for USTAT is done by the factbase initializer module and by some additional manual processing. The fact-base updater consists of routines that
keep the fact-base up-to-date for the consistent operation
of the inference engine. The current version of the fact-base
used by USTAT is given in Table IV.
The rst six lesets are used directly in state assertions,
whereas the last one is used by the inference engine to identify variations of scenarios through references by hardlinks.

FILESET

CHARACTERISTICS

Fileset #1

Restricted read les

Fileset #2

Restricted write les

Fileset #3

Files authorized to read Fileset #1

Fileset #4

Files authorized to write Fileset #2

Fileset #5

Non-writable system executables

NWSD

Non-writable system directories

HARDLINK System hardlink information








TABLE IV

USTAT Filesets

 The les in Fileset #1, restricted read les, should

not be accessed via arbitrary utilities, because they
contain sensitive information that if read by an ordinary user could compromise the system security. In



some UNIX systems these les are left readable by
everyone. For instance, Discolo in [6] illustrates how
plaintext passwords can be obtained from /dev/kmem.
In recognition of this vulnerability and the potential
for similar ones, USTAT makes use of Fileset #1. The
word \restricted" is used because there are certain system programs that need to read these les for proper
execution. These programs are identi ed in Fileset
#3.
Similar to Fileset #1, les in Fileset #2 should not
be modi ed except by the programs in Fileset #4.
A typical example of a member of Fileset #2 is
/etc/passwd. This le should not be overwritten by
any program, except by the passwd(1) command. The
password program provides legitimate write access to
the /etc/passwd le. Any other write to this le (except by the super-user) should be identi ed as a security violation.
Fileset #3 consists of the les that are authorized to
read les in Fileset #1.
Fileset #4 consists of those les that are authorized
to write on les in Fileset #2. For instance, the
passwd command has a legitimate need to write to
the /etc/passwd le, and it can be used by any user.
Therefore, it should be included in Fileset #4.
Fileset #5 consists of publicly accessible, executable
system les that are commonly subjected to Trojan
horse attacks. The les in Fileset #5 should not be
deleted because of the denial of service problem, nor
should they be overwritten (except by the system administrator) because of a possible Trojan horse implantation.
The idea of the non-writable system directories is similar to the idea of non-writable system executables.
These directories usually consist of publicly executable
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Evaluates true, if le var is located in any of the diles and therefore they are also subject to Trojan horse
rectories listed in the NWSD leset.
attacks. For example, if somebody creates a fake ls(1)
9. same user
program in one of these directories, it is possible that
Evaluates true if the subjects of the last two signature
in the victim's path, the name of the target directory
actions are the same.
comes before the directory where the actual ls(1) pro10. same pid
gram is located. Therefore, write access to all of these
Evaluates true if the process id's of the last two signadirectories should be denied, unless the access is by
ture actions are the same.
root. NWSD contains the names of these directories.
11. shell script ( le var)
 In UNIX, one physical le may have several pathnames
associated with it. Processes can access the le by any
Evaluates true if the le var is a shell script with the
of these pathnames. In analyzing penetration scenar#!/bin/sh mechanism.
ios, it has been noticed that variations of the scenarios
Similarly, the signature actions can be one of the folcan easily be accomplished by using di erent lenames lowing.
These correspond to the action types used by the
at di erent steps of the penetration, while still refer- preprocessor.
ring to the same physical le. In this case, the inference engine would fail in ring the rule of a penetration
1. read ( le var)
scenario, because the object in the next step was not
2. write ( le var)
identical to the object in the previous step. To over3. create ( le var)
come this, USTAT's fact-base keeps information about
4. execute ( le var)
all hardlinks on the target system in the HARDLINK
5. exit ( le var)
leset.
6. delete ( le var)
7. modify owner ( le var)
B.2 The Rule-Base
8. modify perm ( le var)
The USTAT rule-base stores state transition information 9. hardlink ( le var, le var)
10. rename ( le var, le var)
in two text les referred to as the State Description Table
and the Signature Action Table, which store the state assertions and the signature actions, respectively. The inference C. The Inference Engine
engine uses this information to match the actions of incom- USTAT's inference engine uses an event driven, forward
ing USTAT audit records to the actions of state transition chaining inference scheme [21]. The inference engine uses
a structure called the inference engine table to keep track
scenarios.
In the state transition diagrams, each state consists of of all possible penetration scenarios. At any point in time,
one or more state assertions, where each state assertion this table consists of snapshots of penetration scenario inconsists of a function name with zero or more arguments. stances (instantiations) that are not yet completed on the
The evaluation of a state assertion results in a true or false target system. Each row represents one instance of a possivalue, and the keyword not in front of a state assertion ble penetration scenario. Each column corresponds to one
negates the result. The following is a short description of state of a scenario and it depicts how far a compromise is
from being completed. Each row also contains information
each of the state assertions:
about the history of the instantiation, such as the users
involved, les involved, related audit records, etc. Table V
1. name ( le var) = le name
Evaluates true if the le var matches the lename illustrates the initial con guration of the inference engine
table. Assuming n is the number of di erent state transigiven in the right-hand side.
tion scenarios in the state description table, then there is
2. fullname ( le var) = full path
Evaluates true if the le var matches the pathname one row for each state transition scenario. Initially there is
no mark on any row, which means the initial signature acgiven in the right-hand side.
tion of each scenario is being anticipated by the inference
3. owner ( le var) = user id
Evaluates true if the owner of le var is the user id. engine. Whenever the inference engine detects an audit
record that matches the next action and satis es the next
4. member ( le set, le var)
Evaluates true if le var is a member of the le set. state of a state transition scenario, it duplicates the row
and \marks" the corresponding cell on the duplicated row
5. euid = user id
Evaluates true if the e ective user id of the subject of (marking a row is equivalent to ring a rule and also equivthe audit record being processed equals the user id. alent to a state transition). The reason for duplicating the
row is that the original row still represents part of another
6. gid = group id
Evaluates true if the group id of the subject of the instantiation. The inference engine anticipates the next
unmarked cell (next signature action) of a row.
audit record being processed equals the group id.
To illustrate the manipulation of the table, an example
7. permitted (perm, le var)
Evaluates true if the permission bit given as perm is that uses a hypothetical state transition diagram, called
STDh (see Figure 8), will be used. Note that the penetraset in le var's permission bits.
tion represented by this diagram is lacking the prerequisite
8. located (NWSD, le var)
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Result: Row n + 1 is duplicated and S2 is marked on
the new row. This result should not a ect row n + 1 since
the same le can still be executed by another user. The
result of the second action is illustrated in Table VII.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

TABLE V

Initial inference engine table

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

1
2
.
.
h
.
.
n+1 X

1
2
.
.
h
.
.
n
n+1 X
n+2 X

X

TABLE VII

Inference engine table after action 2

Action 3: User B reads le2 and S3 of STDh is satis ed.
Result: Since S3 is the nal state of STDh a compro-

TABLE VI

Inference engine table after action 1

mise has been achieved. No new row is added to the table.
As a result the table will still look like Table VII. However,
the compromise is reported to the decision engine.
A row is deleted from the table only when the corresponding state assertions no longer hold. For example, row
n +1 is deleted only when le1 is deleted or when the state
assertions in S1 of STDh no longer hold for row n + 1.
Note that two di erent attackers were involved in the
example scenario: users A and B. The inference engine applies the rules of the state transition diagram regardless
of the identity of the attacker. That is, the attack of cooperating users and a single user makes no di erence to
USTAT. The identity of the attacker is important only if
the state assertions of a certain state include the assertion
\same user" (see section IV-B.2). In this case the inference engine compares the identity of the user for the last
two signature actions of the scenario.
Similarly, the inference engine applies the rules in the
rule-base regardless of the login sessions. The amount of
time passed between two signature actions has no e ect on
USTAT's inference mechanism. For instance, the attack
scenario of Figure 8 can be performed in two login sessions
by performing the rst action (create le1) in one login
session, and the second and third actions in a later login
session. USTAT's inference engine retains the row of the
inference engine table that indicated the creation of le1
as long as le1 satis es the assertions in State Assertions1. This way, it makes no di erence if the second action is
performed in another login session.

initial state as described in section III-A. This is because
the only prerequisite to performing this penetration is that
the attacker must have standard UNIX access. In USTAT,
a Null state is assumed to exist at the beginning of all of
the state transition diagrams.
The STDh diagram contains three signature actions and
three state assertions. The contents of the state assertions
are left out for simplicity. The state that follows the last
signature action depicts the nal compromised state. From
this diagram one can observe that there may be many executions of le1 by possibly di erent users once it has been
created.
The hypothetical state transition diagram (STDh ) corresponds to Row h of the initial inference engine table. Now,
consider the e ects of each action on the inference engine
table.
Action 1: User A creates le1 and the state assertions
in S1 of STDh are satis ed.
Result: Row h is duplicated and S1 is marked on the
new row. (See Table VI).
At this point there are n + 1 di erent signature actions
that are being anticipated by the inference engine, one for
each row. Two of these are related to STDh . These are
the creation of another le and the execution of le1, which D. The Decision Engine
correspond to the two rows (h) and (n + 1) of Table VI,
respectively.
The decision engine is responsible for informing the SSO
Action 2: User B executes le1 and S2 of STDh is about the results of the inference engine activities. The
output of the decision engine could be one or more of the
satis ed.
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create (file1)

execute (file1)

S1
State Assertions-1

read (file2)

S2
State Assertions-2

S3
State Assertions-3

Fig. 8. STDh : A Hypothetical State Transition Diagram

following actions, which are ranked from the simplest to
the most complicated.
 Inform the SSO that a compromise has been achieved.
 Inform the SSO whenever a state of any instance of
the scenarios has been satis ed.
 Suggest possible actions to the SSO to preempt a state
transition that can lead to a compromised state.
 Play an active role in preempting the attack.
The decision engine implemented for the USTAT prototype
performs the rst three.
The decision engine employs a structure called the decision table, which contains a decision message for each state
of a state transition scenario. Whenever the decision engine is noti ed by the inference engine about a state change
it displays the following information to the console of the
machine running USTAT.
 the number of the state transition scenario for which
this state change has occurred
 the message in the decision table that corresponds to
the last satis ed state
 all of the lenames that were involved in this instance
of the scenario
 the real user id and the e ective user id of the user who
performed the last signature action for this instantiation
Figure 9 presents a sample of the output generated by
the USTAT decision engine. With this data, the SSO can
foresee an impending compromise and has enough information to either take preemptive action, or to take precautions
to prevent future attacks of the same nature.
E. Testing USTAT

Because USTAT was the rst STAT prototype it was
important to run performance tests to assess the real-time
capabilities of this approach. The results of both the functional and performance tests are summarized in this section. All tests were run on a SPARCstation 1.

1. The rules representing the state transition diagrams:
Do all of the rules work when their penetration scenarios are performed? Preliminary tests showed that all
attack scenarios de ned in the rule-base are detected
by USTAT.
2. The hardlink information: Do the rules work when
the attack is performed using hardlinks? For instance,
the rst part of a scenario can be performed by one
le, whereas the second part can be performed by a
hardlink to the rst le. Test results showed that variations to the scenarios performed through hardlinks
are detected by USTAT.
3. Cooperative attacks and multi-session attacks: Do the
rules work if parts of a scenario are performed by different attackers or by the same attacker in two di erent login sessions? One of the attack scenarios de ned
in USTAT's rule-base allows two attackers to cooperate and allows the user to perform the actions in
di erent login sessions. Tests indicated that USTAT
is able to detect such variations of attack scenarios.
E.2 Performance Testing
The purpose of the performance testing was to get some
feedback on the processing speed of USTAT and also about
the change in the performance of USTAT when there are
other processes running on the same system. USTAT was
tested with a combination of audit intensive 15 and cpu
intensive processes. ps(1) was run periodically to obtain
the cpu and disk utilization of the processes. It is obvious
that ps(1) also used some cpu cycles and therefore a ected
the test results.
In these tests, USTAT was processing audit data that
had been collected prior to the test. The audit data was
mostly generated by one user (occasionally by a few users)
logging on the target machine. It could be considered a
batch-mode execution, but it became real-time when USTAT caught up with the current audit data.
The following processes were used in the tests:
 USTAT: Both cpu and I/O (primarily input) intensive.
USTAT itself is not audited since otherwise it would
result in circular activity.

E.1 Functional Testing
Functional tests were performed on three di erent fea- 15 Audit intensive processes perform a large amount of system calls
that keep the audit daemon and hence the disk where the audit
tures of USTAT.
records are written, continuously busy.
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********** STD$4 **********
Warning: User executed lpr to print FILE2 owned by somebody else.
If lpr invoked with -r FILE2 will be removed illegally.
FILE1: /usr/ucb/lpr
FILE2: /etc/ttytab
USER: 5502 EUID: 0
-------------------------------------------------SUBJECT (RUID-EUID-GID): 5502 - 0 - 24
PID / Time:
4643 / 700000 - Tue Jul 28 23:51:11 1992
ACTION:
EXEC
OBJECT:
/usr/ucb/lpr
TARGET:
(null)
OWNER - GOWNER - PERM:
0
1
-rws--s--x
DEVICE - INODE - FSID:
7392 3080 1798
-------------------------------------------------SUBJECT (RUID-EUID-GID): 5502 - 0 - 24
PID / Time:
4642 / 20000 - Tue Jul 28 23:51:12 1992
ACTION:
READ
OBJECT:
/etc/ttytab
TARGET:
(null)
OWNER - GOWNER - PERM:
0
10
-rw-r--r-DEVICE - INODE - FSID
208 31 1792

Fig. 9. Sample Output from Decision Engine

 Crack: A cpu intensive program that runs encryption

routines to guess passwords.
 nd(1): An audit intensive system program. When
run on a large lesystem (e.g., nd / -print) it creates
a enormous amount of audit data.
 Audit daemon (auditd(8)): This process becomes active whenever BSM is installed on the target machine.
It controls the generation and location of the audit
trail les. It is a highly I/O intensive (primarily output) process. The audit daemon was in the test by
default, since USTAT and the audit daemon were running on the same machine.
Tables VIII through X summarize the results of the test
cases. The rst column of the table lists the processes involved in the test. The second column indicates the amount
of cpu time (hours:minutes:seconds) used, and the third
column indicates the percentage of cpu time used by each
process.

Test case 1: USTAT only

In this rst test USTAT's performance was tested while
no other major processes were running. USTAT processed
the audit data for about 40 minutes. After this point it
became idle and waited for more audit data. More than
30 minutes (> 50 %) of the cpu time was idle even during
USTAT's processing (see Table VIII). This indicates that
for half its runtime USTAT was waiting for the I/O to be
completed.

Test case 2: USTAT and crack

Process Cpu time Percentage
Auditd
USTAT
Idle16
Total

0:05
32:17
38:56
1:11:18

TABLE VIII

0.1
45
55
100

Cpu usages of auditd and USTAT

Because crack is a cpu intensive process, in this test run
the cpu was rarely idle. Both USTAT and crack are user
processes, and both competed for cpu time. Compared to
the previous test case, in this one crack seemed to ll the
unused cpu cycles (see crack's cpu usage in Table IX). The
test results also showed that the cpu utilization of USTAT
dropped by 5 %.

Test case 3: USTAT and nd(1)

Being an audit intensive process, nd(1) made a tremendous amount of calls that pushed the audit daemon to its
limit. Since the audit daemon runs as a root process it
caused a considerable slow-down of the user processes. In
addition, the processes that required disk I/O from the
same disk that was used by the audit daemon, were very
likely to hang. For instance, an ls command on the audit
data directory hung. Since USTAT is also a user process
requiring disk I/O from the audit disk, it also hung after a
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Process Cpu time Percentage
Auditd
USTAT
Crack
Idle
Total

0:06
14:51
14:01
5:58
34:56

TABLE IX

0.3
43
40
17
100

Cpu usages of auditd, USTAT and crack

while. The only solution to this was to terminate the execution of nd(1), thereby relieving the audit daemon and
giving USTAT some opportunity to read the audit data.
In this test, USTAT showed more than a 50 % slow-down
in processing speed. More than 60 % of the cpu time was
idle, since USTAT didn't have much opportunity to process
audit data (see Table X).

Process Cpu time Percentage
Auditd
USTAT
nd(1)
Idle
Total

6:16
10:24
2:36
34:14
53:30

TABLE X

12
19
5
64
100

Cpu usages of auditd, USTAT and find(1)

E.3 Remarks About the Tests
In running the tests both the e ectiveness and the eciency of USTAT were observed. These tests were meant
to be a feasibility check rather than to be exhaustive. The
actual performance of USTAT will be more apparent after
running it on di erent target systems with di erent con gurations.
So far, the limiting factor appears to be the throughput of the disk that is extensively used by both USTAT
and the audit daemon. Cpu intensive processes that run
on the same machine as USTAT have little e ect on the
performance of USTAT. The tests showed that if the cpu
intensive process is a user process (not a root process), approximately a 13 % slowdown is experienced in USTAT's
processing speed (see test case 2). One possibility for increasing the performance of USTAT is to run USTAT on a
dedicated machine (IDES [16] uses this approach.). However, if USTAT and the audit daemon need to be run on the
same computer, USTAT can be run as a higher priority process. Although this would speed up USTAT's processing, it
would likely cause the audit daemon to fall even further behind than observed for test case 3. Another solution would
be to have the audit daemon periodically switch between
di erent disks, so that USTAT will not starve while waiting
for a particular disk (see test case 3). Perhaps the best solution would be to modify the audit daemon's source code

to redirect its output to USTAT. This would eliminate all of
the disk speed limitations and thereby drastically increase
USTAT's performance.
V. Comparison of STAT to Current Rule-Based
Intrusion Detection Tools

A key objective of this research was to understand the
weaknesses of current penetration identi cation tools and
to address these weaknesses through the development and
implementation of a new, and hopefully better, analysis
method. Section II-F discussed several weaknesses inherent
within the design of current rule-based penetration identication tools, which included the following:
 the dependence on audit records for representing penetrations within the rule-base,
 the non-intuitiveness of penetration rules, making rulebase updating dicult for all but the experienced
knowledge-base programmer,
 the inability to identify even semi-sophisticated attacks or to detect impending compromises, and
 the inability to detect a penetration until after the
compromised state has been reached.
The three example penetration identi cation tools introduced in section II (IDES, W&S, and NADIR) maintain
rule-bases that represent suspicious user activity as well
as rules to identify site-speci c policy violations. Each
of these implementations is audit-record dependent; that
is, the tools represent illicit behavior through rules that
are based speci cally on the elds within the audit records
themselves. Unfortunately, this dependence on the audit
records results in several weaknesses. First, penetrations
that are traceable via an audit trail (i.e., that are subject
to intrusion detection) are formulated at the user interface level, where the attacker executes a coordinated set of
commands/program instructions | not at the audit level.
Current penetration identi cation tools require the rulebase programmer to rst translate a scenario into an audit
trail before generating the rule chain. The resulting rule
chain will only be red if there is a direct correspondence,
in both the order and content, between the audit record
elds and the penetration rules. As a result, even a minor
variation within a penetration audit trail may be enough
to prevent its detection by IDES, W&S or NADIR.
STAT, on the other hand, focuses on a penetration's signature actions rather than the audit records that record the
actions. Furthermore, STAT rules are designed to support
the representation of interdependencies among the actions
within the penetration scenarios, allowing one rule chain
to represent multiple variations in the order in which a
penetration's actions may be performed. By providing the
ability to support multiple variations within a single penetration rule chain, STAT increases its exibility in identifying penetrations that would otherwise be missed by other
rule-based tools.
Another important advantage of using signature actions
rather than audit records to represent penetrations is that
they result in more intuitive rule chains. In W&S for exam-
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ple, the rule-base programmer interviews system administrators and security experts to collect a suite of known penetration scenarios and key events that threaten the security
of the target system [34]. The programmer must then identify what audit records will be produced by the key event
or scenario, and build a rule chain based on the expected
audit trail. Thus, to understand the rule chain, one must
reconstruct the audit trail from the rules and the scenario
from the audit trail. In general, expert rule-bases are non
intuitive, requiring the expertise of an experienced rulebase programmer to construct the rules that accurately
represent the concepts for which they are intended and,
at the same time, do not contradict other rules within the
rule-base.
In contrast, the STAT rule-base is speci cally intended
not to require the use of an expert rule-base programmer,
but to be readable and updatable by site security ocers
and system administrators. State transition diagrams aid
in the development of penetration rule chains, in that they
provide an analyst with a visual representation of the key
actions that must occur in order for an attacker to move
the system from the initial prerequisite state to the compromised state. A major di erence between STAT and the
other tools is that STAT rule chains are constructed from
state transition diagrams. In this sense, the state transition
analysis approach is similar to the Model-based Intrusion
Detection approach proposed by Garvey and Lunt [8] (see
section II-D). Both techniques provide a higher level representation of user behavior (i.e., above the audit record
level) providing easier readability and rule generation.
Current penetration identi cation tools are also limited
in their ability to identify even semi-sophisticated attacks,
such as those performed by cooperating attackers. The
IDES rule-base, for example, does not take into consideration two or more users working together to execute a
penetration. STAT addresses this limitation by having its
inference engine view the audit trail globally, focusing on
the events occurring on the system rather than the actions
of individuals. When a sequence of actions is found to
match the actions represented in a state transition diagram,
STAT then constructs a list of the users who contributed
steps within the penetration.
Finally, there is an important bene t that results from
the combination of the use of state transition diagrams as
a method for building penetration rule chains and STAT's
ability to represent permutable penetration state transitions within a single rule chain. The bene t is that STAT
supports both the generation as well as the representation
of longer rule chains than with current tools. These longer
rule chains increase STAT's ability to identify impending
compromises, by describing the full sequence of events leading up to the compromise (i.e., an entire penetration scenario). Shorter rule chains, in contrast, are limited to representing the compromise itself, providing only a few rules
to represent the point at which the compromised state is
reached, and ignoring the sequence of events that led up
to the compromise. In current penetration identi cation
tools the analyst chooses a few key audit records ad hoc,
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and builds a rule chain from these records. State transition diagrams, on the other hand, provide STAT users
with a modest, but intuitive, procedure for developing and
organizing a complete list of the key events that lead up
to the compromise. STAT also supports the representation of longer rule chains through its ability to represent
permutable state transitions within a single rule chain (see
section VI-D).
Table XI summarizes the functionality discussed above,
comparing STAT to the functionality of three of the other
penetration identi cation tools presented in section II.
VI. Areas of Future Research

This section summarizes a few areas of future research
and enhancements that the Reliable Software Group is
planning to investigate.
A. A STAT Knowledge Acquisition Subsystem

One obvious question a ecting all penetration rule-base
implementations is that of completeness. Penetration rulebases are only capable of representing those known penetrations that are traceable via audit data analysis. Since
one cannot verify that all of the security aws within a
particular target system have been identi ed, one cannot
expect a penetration rule-base to include rule chains for
every possible system penetration. Accordingly, the ability
to facilitate the process by which security administrators
are able to update the STAT rule-base, on-site, with new
and variant penetrations is highly desirable.
The issue of incomplete rule-bases is addressed in two
ways. First, the STAT rule-base is speci cally designed
to allow non-experienced rule-base programmers, such as
system administrators and security ocers, to update the
rule-base themselves. Thus, penetration rule chains can
be added as the security ocer learns of new penetrations.
Secondly, work toward the development of a heuristic algorithm for learning new and variant penetrations is in
progress. Using this algorithm, STAT will be capable of
converting state transitions from previously unknown penetration audit trails into signature actions and of automating the integration of these signature actions into the rulebase to defend against future attacks.
B. STAT Decision Engine

Another desirable addition to STAT would be query support for the security ocer via the SSO interface. The most
direct way to provide this support is via the interface between the decision engine and the SSO interface. Currently
data ows only from the decision engine to the SSO interface. However, the decision engine can be redesigned to
allow queries from the SSO interface to the decision engine.
A further enhancement to the decision engine would be
to add a surveillance mode capability. For example, speci c subject ID's could be provided to the STAT decision
engine via the SSO interface. The decision engine could
then be acutely sensitive to these subjects and generate
a warning message each time one of these subjects res a
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Represents site-speci c policies
Detects cooperating attackers
Structured rule development
(not ad-hoc)
Rules are audit record independent
Supports permutable event sequences
Supports longer rule chains/
detects impending compromise

STAT IDES W&S NADIR
YES
YES

YES
NO

YES
NO

YES
NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

TABLE XI

Comparison of STAT to Current Penetration Identification Tools

penetration rule. Surveillance mode could also be implemented via an interface between STAT and a concurrently
running anomaly detector. As a subject's suspicion rating increases through anomaly detection, so too could the
decision engine's sensitivity to that subject.
C. Network Audit Support

A natural extension to the STAT e ort is to run STAT
on audit data collected by several hosts. On a network
lesystem where the les are distributed on many hosts
and where each host mounts directories from the others,
actions on each host computer need to be audited. That
means an audit mechanism needs to be run on each host.
Running an implementation of STAT on each host might
result in inecient use of computer resources. Also, the
possibility of having cooperative attacks on di erent hosts
would make the detection dicult. One approach is to
provide a single STAT process with a single, chronological
audit trail. For example, the auditreduce(8)17 command
installed with C2-BSM takes one or more lenames (audit
trails) as input and produces a single time-ordered audit
trail. This output can then be used as a single audit trail
input to STAT's preprocessor.
D. Permutable State Transitions

The USTAT prototype assumes that state transitions are
ordered into a single sequence; however, it is possible that
two signature actions within a penetration rule chain will
be independent of each other. For instance, consider the
creation of a le, followed by the creation of a symbolic
link to the le. The actions can be stated as follows: Action1: create (foo), Action2: create (bar), where bar is a
symbolic link to foo. UNIX allows one to create a symbolic
link regardless of whether the le being linked to exists or
not. Thus, a compromise that requires the above two actions is achievable regardless of the order in which they are
executed.
STAT was originally designed to support permutable
state transitions. However, permutable state transitions
were not necessary for the scenarios that were used for the
17 See [32] or the auditreduce(8) man pages for more information
about auditreduce.

development of USTAT, where each scenario corresponds
to a single, non-permutable rule sequence. Therefore, permutable sequences were not implemented in the USTAT
prototype. A method for implementing permutable rule
sequences in USTAT has been designed.
VII. Conclusion

The state transition approach was introduced in an effort to develop an easily readable representation for computer penetrations. This approach models penetrations as
a series of state transitions described in terms of signature
actions and state assertions. State transition diagrams are
written to correspond to the states of an actual computer
system, and these diagrams form the basis of a rule-based
expert system for detecting penetrations, called STAT.
The state transition analysis approach targets the same
penetrations that are identi able by current rule-based
penetration identi cation tools. The state transition analysis approach, however, o ers several key advantages over
existing rule-based implementations. Unlike current rulebased analysis tools that pattern match sequences of audit
records to the expected audit trails of known penetrations,
state transition analysis focuses on the e ects that the individual steps of a penetration have on the state of the computer system. This results in an audit record independent
rule-base that is easier to read than current penetration
rule-bases. It also provides greater exibility in identifying
variations of known penetrations. State transition analysis also provides a modest, but intuitive procedure for rule
generation, rather than the ad hoc approaches currently in
use. Lastly, the state transition analysis approach has the
ability to detect cooperating attackers and attacks across
user sessions.
The USTAT prototype of STAT was implemented on
SunOS 4.1.1 to validate the functional capabilities and
conceptional soundness of the state transition analysis approach. The performance tests that were run on the prototype indicate that the limiting factor is the disk throughput
and that cpu intensive processes on the same machine have
little e ect. Several approaches to increase the performance
were outlined.
Future work on STAT will concentrate on adapting it to
multiple hosts and to other platforms.
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